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Abstract
We consider the scattering that is described by the equation (−∆x+
q(x, xǫ ) − E)ψ = f(x), ψ = ψ(x, ǫ) ∈ C, x ∈ Rd, ǫ > 0, E > 0, where
q(x, y) is a periodic function of y, q and f have compact supports
with respect to x. We are interested in the solution satisfying the
radiation condition at infinity and describe the asymptotic behavior
of the solution as ǫ→ 0. In addition, we find the asymptotic behavior
of the scattering amplitude of the plain wave. Either of them (the
solution and the amplitude) in the leading orders are described by the
averaged equation with the potential
qˆ(x) =
1
|Ω|
∫
Ω
q(x, y)dy.
1 Introduction
Already a long period of time mathematicians are actively studying various
and important for applications models of media which proporties change
rapidly and periodically with space coordinates, see for example, [1-4,6-8].
As a rule (but not always!), such media respond to any static loading as
media with some averaged constant characteristics. Physically, also another
situation could be interesting. Media with rapidly changing properties can be
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local perturbation of homogeneous media and can be subjucted to external
exposure. In this situation it is interesting to describe the characteristics of
scattering that is generated by the mentioned local perturbation. Our goal
at this work is to show that the characteristics of the scattering in certain
conditions also can behave as the characteristics of some averaged media.
We consider the model described by the differential operator
Hε = −∆x + q
(
x,
x
ε
)
, x ∈ Rd, (1.1)
where ∆x is the Laplacian with respect to the variable x and ε is a small
positive parameter. As for the function q = q(x, y), x, y ∈ Rd it is supposed
that the following assumption is satisfied.
Assumption 1.1
i) q is a real valued function of the class C∞(R2d);
ii) q(x, y) = 0 for |x| > R, y ∈ Rd, where R is some positive number;
iii) q(x, y) is periodic with respect to y (with some periodicity cell Ω).
For more detailed description of the setting of the problem and the main
results we will have to recall certain standard for the situation definitions.
Let Hsγ, s = 0, 1, 2, . . ., γ ∈ R, or rather more detailed Hsγ(Rd), be a
Sobolev space of functions Rd → C with the following norm
‖ψ‖2Hsγ =
∑
|k|6s
∫
Rd
∣∣∣∣∂|k|ψ(x)∂xk
∣∣∣∣
2 (
1 + |x|2)−γ dx.
Let ψ be a solution of the equation
(−∆x + p(x)−E)ψ(x) = f(x), x ∈ Rd, (1.2)
where p and f are functions with compact supports and E > 0. Let us tell
that ψ satisfies radiation conditions if
ψ(x) = T (xˆ)
ei
√
E |x|
|x| d−12
+ o
(
1
|x| d−12
)
, xˆ =
x
|x| , |x| → ∞. (1.3)
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Here T is undefined at the moment smooth function Sd−1 → C.
Let ψ be a solution of equation (1.2) where p is an arbitrary function with
compact support, f ∈ Hs−γ with some γ > 1 and E > 0. Let us tell that ψ
satisfies the radiation conditions in a weak sense if ψ ∈ Hs+2γ and exists a
sequence of functions fn ∈ Hs−γ with compact supports converging to f in
the space Hs−γ as n→∞, such that
lim
n→∞
‖ψn − ψ‖Hs+2γ = 0,
where ψn is the solution of the equation 1.2 with the right hand side fn
satisfying the radiation condition.
Further we will need the following result, see [5, 9].
Theorem 1.2 Let p be a smooth function with a compact support, E > 0,
s > 0, γ > 1 and f ∈ Hs−γ. Then there exists a unique solution of equation
(1.2), satisfying the radiation condition in a weak sense. Such solution allows
the estimate
‖ψ‖Hs+2γ 6 C‖f‖Hs−γ , (1.4)
where the constant C does not depend on f .
Theorem 1.2 implies that the operator (−∆x + p(x) − E) supplemented
by the radiation condition in a weak sense, is formally invertible. Let us
denote the inverse operator by (−∆x + p(x) − E − i0)−1 (it is known that
the solution satisfying the radiation condition can be obtained from the the
solution decreasing at infinity in the limit ImE → +0, ImE > 0). Estimate
(1.4) guarantees that (−∆x + p(x)−E − i0)−1 acts as an bounded operator
from Hs−γ to H
s+2
γ , for γ > 1 and s > 0.
We consider, first of all, the solution of the equation
(Hε − E)ψ(x) = f(x), (1.5)
assuming that E is a fixed positive parameter nd f is a given function of the
class C∞0 (R
d). The solution ψ is determined by the radiation condition (1.3).
The main results of the work are founded on the fact that problem (1.5),
(1.3) allows the formal solution
ψ(x, ε) =
∑
n>0
εnψn
(
x,
x
ε
)
,
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where the coefficients ψn(x, y) depend on y periodically and satisfy in an
appropriate sense the radiation condition. This solution is constructed in
the work explicitely, see theorem 2.1.
One of the main results of the work is the asymptotic description of the
operator (Hε−E− i0)−1 as ε→ +0, see theorem 3.3. Here we formulate the
simplest consequence of theorem 3.3 that describes the leading order of the
asymptotic expansion of the solution.
Theorem 1.3 Let the potential q satisfy the assumption 1.1, E > 0 and
γ > 1. Then the estimate ε > 0 holds
‖(Hε − E − i0)−1 − (Hˆ − E − i0)−1‖H0
−γ→H1γ 6 Cε.
Here Hˆ is the averaged operator
Hˆ = −∆x + qˆ(x), qˆ(x) = 1|Ω|
∫
Ω
q(x, y) dy
and the constant C does not depend on ε (but can depend on E and γ).
Theorem 3.3 almost immediately leads to a consequence that can be con-
sidered as the main result of the work.
Let Fε(xˆ, κ), k ∈ Rd, |κ| = E be the scattering amplitude of the plain
wave ei<x,κ>, that is defined by the equation
(Hε −E)ψ(x) = 0
and the asymptotic expansion at infinity
ψ(x) = ei<x,κ> + Fε(xˆ, κ)
ei
√
E |x|
|x| d−12
+ o
(
1
|x| d−12
)
, |x| → ∞. (1.6)
We describe the asymptotic behavior of the amplitude Fε(xˆ, κ) as ε → +0,
see theorem 4.3. Here we formulate the consequence describing the leading
order of the asymptotic expansion.
Theorem 1.4 Let the potential q satisfy assumption 1.1 and E > 0. Then
the following estimate holds
sup
xˆ,κ
∣∣∣Fε(xˆ, κ)− Fˆ0(xˆ, κ)∣∣∣ 6 Cε,
where Fˆ0(xˆ, κ) is the scattering amplitude for the averaged operator Hˆ and
the constant C does not depend on ε.
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2 Formal asymptotic solutions
This section is devoted to the constructing of formal asymptotic solutions,
as ε→ 0, of the equation
−∆xψ + q
(
x,
x
ε
)
ψ − Eψ = f(x), x ∈ Rd. (2.7)
We will suppose that E > 0, f ∈ C∞0 (Rd) and that the solution ψ satisfies
radiation condition (1.3) at infinity.
To separate the slow and fast dependencies on the argument we will seek
the solution of equation (2.7) in the form
ψ = Ψ
(
x,
x
ε
, ε
)
. (2.8)
It is easy to check by the direct substitution that, if the function Ψ(x, y, ε)
satisfies the equation
−∆yΨ− 2ε∇y∇xΨ+ ε2(−∆x + q(x, y)− E)Ψ = ε2f(x). (2.9)
then the function ψ = Ψ(x, x/ε, ε) satisfies equation (2.7). Thus, the con-
stucting of formal solutions of equation (2.7) is reduced to the constructing
of formal solutions of equation (2.9).
The formal solutions of equation (2.9) will be seeked in the form
Ψ(x, y, ε) =
∑
n>0
εnΨn(x, y), (2.10)
and it is supposed here that functions Ψn(x, y) are Ω periodic with respect
to y.
As for radiation conditions (1.3), they, naturally, have to be interpreted
by the following way: each coefficient Ψn(x, y) for sufficiently large x does
not depend on y, and has to satisfy the radiation condition as x→∞.
Plugging expansion (2.10) in equation (2.9), and comparing the coeffi-
cients corresponding to the equal powers of ε, we obtain the following recur-
rence system:
∆yΨn = −2∇y∇xΨn−1+(−∆x+q(x, y)−E)Ψn−2−δn2f(x), n > 0, (2.11)
where Ψ−2 ≡ 0 Ψ−1 ≡ 0.
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It is reasonable to separate from the function Ψn(x, y) orthogonal in L
2(Ω)
(in the sense of dependence on y) components:
Ψn(x, y) = ϕn(x, y) + ψn(x), (2.12)
where ϕ(x, y) – Ω is a periodic function on y satisfying the condition∫
Ω
ϕn(x, y) dy = 0. (2.13)
The following Lemma can be proved.
Lemma 2.1 Let E > 0, f ∈ C∞0 (Rd) and q satisfies assumption 1.1. Then
there exists a formal solution of equation (2.7) of the form (2.10), (2.12),
(2.13). Functions ϕn ∈ C∞(R2d) ψn ∈ C∞(Rd) can be found from the
following recurrence relations
∆yϕn(x, y) = −2∇y∇xϕn−1(x, y)+
+ (−∆x + q(x, y)− E)Ψn−2(x, y)− δn2f(x), n > 0, (2.14)
(Hˆ −E)ψn(x) = δn0f(x)− 1|Ω|
∫
Ω
q(x, y)ϕn(x, y) dy, n > 0. (2.15)
Here
Hˆ = −∆x + qˆ(x), qˆ(x) = 1|Ω|
∫
Ω
q(x, y) dy,
ψn satisfy radiation condition (1.3) and ϕn(x, y) ≡ 0 for |x| > R, y ∈ Rd.
Proof. Plugging (2.12) in (2.11), one obtains for the function ϕn equation
of the form (2.14). Equation (2.14) has a unique periodic solution satisfying
condition (2.13) if and only if right hand side (2.14) is orthogonal to the
constant function with respect to the scalar product in L2(Ω). It is easy to
see that the orthogonality conditions can be written in the form
(Hˆ −E)ψn−2(x) = δn2f(x)− 1|Ω|
∫
Ω
q(x, y)ϕn−2(x, y) dy, n > 2. (2.16)
For n = 0, 1 equations (2.14) have solutions unconditionally.
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Now we have to consider recurrence system (2.14), (2.16) and have to
make sure that, indeed, the system has the unique solution with the claimed
properties. From (2.14) it follows that ϕ0(x, y) ≡ 0. Then (2.16) shows that
(Hˆ − E)ψ0(x) = f(x). (2.17)
Equation (2.17) has a unique solution satisfying radiation condition (1.3).
From f ∈ C∞(Rd) and q ∈ C∞0 (R2d) it follows that ψ0 ∈ C∞(Rd).
Let us discuss now the continuation of the recurrence procedure. Assume
that there are defined the functions , ϕ0, . . . , ϕl and ψ0, . . . , ψl that pos-
sess the properties claimed above. Consider equation (2.14) for n = l + 1.
Orthogonality condition (2.16) is satisfied authomatically, therefore the equa-
tion have the solution for n = l + 1. Equation (2.14) for n = l + 1 can be
rewritten in the form
∆yϕl+1(x, y) = −2∇y∇xϕl(x, y) + (−∆x + q(x, y)−E)ϕl−1(x, y)+
+ (q(x, y)− qˆ(x))ψl−1(x)− 1|Ω|
∫
Ω
q(x, y)ϕl−1(x, y) dy.
Now it is easy to see that ϕl+1 ∈ C∞(R2d) and ϕn(x, y) ≡ 0 for |x| > R,
y ∈ Rd.
Consider, at last, equation (2.16) for ψl+1. The right hand side is known
and is equal to zero for |x| > R. Therefore the equation uniqually defines ψl+1
that satisfies the radiation condition. From f ∈ C∞(Rd), q ∈ C∞0 (R2d) and
ϕl+1 ∈ C∞(R2d) it follows that ψl+1 ∈ C∞(Rd). Therefore, the recurrence
procedure is satisfied. 
Remark. The assumption f ∈ C∞(Rd) is necessary to construct all terms
of the formal solution (2.7). If we want to describe only several first terms of
the series (2.7), it will be necessary to assume only existence of several first
derivative of f . the compactness of the support of f is not also crucial and
can be replaced by a suitable condition of decreasing it at infinity.
Two following lemmas describe important estimates for the components
of formal solution (2.10).
Lemma 2.2 Let E > 0, s > 0, γ > 1 and f ∈ Hs−γ. Then
max
06|k|62
max
y∈Ω
∥∥∥∥ ∂|k|∂ykΨn (·, y)
∥∥∥∥
Hs+4−nγ
6 C‖f‖Hs
−γ
(2.18)
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for 2 6 n 6 s+ 4. Besides, Ψ1 ≡ 0, Ψ0 (x, y) = ψ0(x)
‖ψ0‖Hs+2γ 6 C‖f‖Hs−γ , (2.19)
where the constant C does not depend on f .
Proof. It is easy to see that ϕ0 ≡ 0, ϕ1 ≡ 0. If n = 0, equation (2.15) can
be rewritten in the form
(Hˆ − E)ψ0 = f.
From this equation and from theorem 1.2 it follows (2.19). For n = 1 right
hand side (2.15) is trivial and, therefore, ψ1 ≡ 0 and Ψ1 ≡ 0. For n = 2
equation (2.14) takes on form
∆yϕ2(x, y) = (q(x, y)− qˆ(x))ψ0(x). (2.20)
Noticing q ∈ C∞(R2d) and (2.19), one can easily obtain that
max
06|k|62
max
y∈Ω
∥∥∥∥ ∂|k|∂ykϕ2 (·, y)
∥∥∥∥
Hs+2γ
6 C‖f‖Hs
−γ
. (2.21)
It is clear that the constant C in (2.21) depends on q, but not on f . Now
estimate (2.18) for n = 2 follows from (2.21), (2.15) and theorem 1.2. Es-
timates (2.18) for n > 3 can be deduced by the induction from (2.14) and
(2.15). 
Lemma 2.3 Let E > 0, p > 2, γ > 1 and f ∈ Hp−2−γ . Then∥∥∥Ψn (x, x
ε
)∥∥∥
H2γ
6 Cε−2‖f‖Hp−2
−γ
for 2 6 n 6 p. In addition, Ψ1 ≡ 0 and∥∥∥Ψ0 (x, x
ε
)∥∥∥
H2γ
6 C‖f‖Hp−2
−γ
.
Proof. It is sufficient to notice that Ψ0
(
x, x
ε
)
= ψ0(x) and to use lemma
2.2. 
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3 Asymptotic expansion of the resolvent
Consider a partial sum of formal series (2.10)
Ψ(p)(x, ε) =
p∑
n=0
εnΨn
(
x,
x
ε
)
.
Compute its discrepancy
(Hε − E)Ψ(p)(x, ε) = f(x) + εp−1Q(p)(x, ε), p > 2,
where
Q(p)(x, ε) = (−∆x + q(x, y)− E) [ϕp−1(x, y) + εϕp(x, y)]−
− 2∇y∇xϕp(x, y) + (q(x, y)− qˆ(x))[ψp−1(x) + εψp(x)]−
− 1|Ω|
∫
Ω
q(x, z) [ϕp−1(x, z) + εϕp(x, z)] dz
∣∣∣∣
y=x/ε
.
It is clear that Ψ(p)(x, ε) and Q(p)(x, ε) depend on f linearly. It is conve-
nient to introduce the operators Ap and Bp
Apf(x) = Ψ
(p)(x, ε), Bpf(x) = Q
(p)(x, ε), p > 2.
From that it follows
(Hε − E)Ap = I + εp−1Bp, p > 2. (3.22)
Lemma 3.1 Let E > 0, s > 0 and γ > 1. Then for p > 2 the following
estimates
‖Ap‖Hp−2
−γ →H2γ 6 C, (3.23)
‖Bp‖Hp−2
−γ →H0−γ 6 C, (3.24)
hold where the constant C can depend on E, s and γ, but not on ε.
Proof. Estimate (3.23) follows from lemma 2.3. Lemma 2.2 implyes that
‖Bp‖Hp−2
−γ →H0γ 6 C1, (3.25)
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where C1 is some positive constant. In its turn lemma 2.1 guarantees that
the support of the function Bpf(x) for f ∈ Hp−2−γ belongs to the ball |x| < R
. Therefore there exists a constant C2 such that the following estimate
‖Bpf‖H0
−γ
6 C2‖Bpf‖H0γ (3.26)
holds.
Now (3.24) follows from (3.25) and (3.26). 
How it was already mentioned in the Introduction, the operator Hε − E
equipped by radiation condition (1.3) in weak sense for any ε > 0 has a
bounded inverse in a suitable space. Let us denote the inverse operator by
(Hε − E − i0)−1.
Lemma 3.2 Let E > 0 and γ > 1. Then for sufficiently small ε > 0 there
is true the estimate
‖(Hε −E − i0)−1‖H0
−γ→H2γ 6 C,
here the constant C does not depend on ε.
Proof. Let us use formula (3.22) for p = 2
(Hε − E)A2 = I + εB2. (3.27)
Notice now that for sufficiently small ε, as a consequence of (3.24), there
is correctly defined the bounded operator (I + εB2)
−1 that acts in H0−γ. It
allows the estimate
‖(I + εB2)−1‖H0
−γ→H0−γ 6
(
1− ε‖B2‖H0
−γ→H0−γ
)−1
6 C1
with a constant C1 that does not depend on ε. Now from (3.27) and (3.23)
it follows that
(Hε − E − i0)−1 = A2(I + εB2)−1, (3.28)
‖(Hε−E−i0)−1‖H0
−γ→H2γ 6 ‖A2‖H0−γ→H2γ‖(I+εB2)−1‖H0−γ→H0−γ 6 C 6= C(ε).
Theorem 3.3 Let E > 0, γ > 1 and p > 2. Then for suffiently ε > 0 the
estimate
‖(Hε − E − i0)−1 − Ap‖Hp−2
−γ →H2γ 6 Cε
p−1,
holds with a constant C that does not depend on ε.
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Proof. From (3.22) it follows
(Hε − E − i0)−1 − Ap = −εp−1(Hε − E − i0)−1Bp,
where p > 2. Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 implies that
‖(Hε−E−i0)−1Bp‖Hp−2
−γ →H2γ 6 ‖(Hε−E−i0)
−1‖H0
−γ→H2γ ‖Bp‖Hp−2
−γ →H0−γ 6 C,
where C does not depend on ε. The proof is completed. 
Proof of theorem 1.3. For the proof it is sufficient to refer to theorem 3.3
for p = 2, and notice that ‖A2 − A0‖H0
−γ→H1γ 6 Cε. 
4 Asymptotic behavior of the scattering am-
plitude.
Consider the homogeneous equation
−∆xψ + q
(
x,
x
ε
)
ψ −Eψ = 0, x ∈ Rd. (4.29)
As before we assume that E > 0 and q satisfies assumption 1.1. There exists
the solution χ(x, κ) of equation (4.29) satisfying at infinity radiation condi-
tion (1.6). The solution χ describes the scattering of the plane wave ei<x,κ>
by the potential q. In this section we will be interested in the asymptotic
behavior of scattering amplitude Fε(xˆ, κ) as ε→ 0.
Following to already developed patterns, we seek the solution of equation
(4.29) in the form
χp =
p∑
n=0
εnΨ˜n
(
x,
x
ε
)
, Ψ˜n(t, y) = ϕ˜n(t, y) + ψ˜n(t),
∫
Ω
ϕ˜n(t, y) dy = 0.
(4.30)
Lemma 4.1 Let E > 0, κ ∈ Rd, |κ| = E and q satisfies assumption 1.1.
Then there exist the formal solution of equation (4.29) of form (4.30). Then
the solutions ϕ˜n ∈ C∞(R2d) and ψ˜n ∈ C∞(Rd) can be found from the follow-
ing recurrence relations
∆yϕ˜n(x, y) = −2∇y∇xϕ˜n−1(x, y) + (−∆x + q(x, y)− E)Ψ˜n−2(x, y), n > 0,
(4.31)
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(Hˆ − E)ψ˜n(x) = − 1|Ω|
∫
Ω
q(x, y)ϕ˜n(x, y) dy, n > 0. (4.32)
Here
Hˆ = −∆x + qˆ(x), qˆ(x) = 1|Ω|
∫
Ω
q(x, y) dy,
ψ˜0 satisfies the radiation condition∣∣∣ψ˜0(x, κ)− ei<x,κ> − Fˆ0(xˆ, κ)|x| 1−d2 ei|κ||x|∣∣∣ 6 C|x|−1−d2 ,
ψ˜n satisfies the radiation condition∣∣∣ψ˜n(x, κ)− Fˆn(xˆ, κ)|x| 1−d2 ei|κ||x|∣∣∣ 6 C|x|−1−d2 ,
for n > 1, where C is some constant that does not depend on x, and ϕ˜n(x, y) ≡
0 for |x| > R, y ∈ Rd.
Proof. We can give the proof that is analogous to the proof of lemma 2.1. 
Lemma 4.2 Let E > 0 and q satisfy assumption 1.1. Then for p > 0 and
|x| > 2T0
|χ(x, κ)− χp(x, κ)| 6 C|x| 1−d2 εp+1, (4.33)
where C does not depend on ε and κ.
Proof. If p > 2 the direct computation shows that
(Hε − E)χp = εp−1Φp,
where
Φp(x, ε) = ∆y
[
Ψ˜p+1(x, y) + εΨ˜p+2(x, y)
]
+ 2ε∇x∇yΨ˜p+1(x, y)
∣∣∣∣
y=x/ε
.
It is easy to see that the function Φp has a compact support that belongs to
the ball |x| < R, and Φp ∈ C∞(Rd). Using a result that is analogous to the
result of lemma 2.2 one can show that
‖Φp‖H0
−γ
6 C 6= C(ε). (4.34)
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It is obvious that the function χp − χ satisfies the equation
(Hε −E)(χp − χ) = εp−1Φp
and radiation condition (1.3). Now referring to representation (3.28) one can
obtain
χp − χ = εp−1(Hε −E − i0)−1Φp = εp−1A2(I + εB2)−1Φp. (4.35)
Let us consider the asymptotic behavior of the expression that enters to the
right hand side of (4.35), for |x| → ∞. from the definition of B2 it is easy
follows that the support of the function (I + εB2)
−1Φp belongs to the ball
|x| < T0. Lemma 3.1 and estimate (4.34) imply that
‖(I + εB2)−1Φp‖H0
−γ
6 C 6= C(ε). (4.36)
Notice now that the non-trivial contribution to the behavior of the function
A2(I + εB2)
−1Φp for |x| → ∞ is described by the terms ψ0(x) and ψ2(x) of
the expansion of A2. These terms are the solutions of the equation
(Hˆ −E)ψn = Dn,
where
Dn = δn0(I + εB2)
−1Φp − 1|Ω|
∫
Ω
q(x, y)ϕn(x, y) dy, n = 0, 2.
It is easy to see that the support of Fn belongs to the ball |x| < R. From
here and from (4.36) it follows that Dn allows the following estimate
‖Dn‖H0
−γ
6 C 6= C(ε). (4.37)
As a result
‖ψn‖H0γ 6 C 6= C(ε). (4.38)
It is easy to see that , ψ0 and ψ2 satisfy to the integral equation
ψn(x) =
∫
|y|6T0
G0(x, y;E)
(
qˆ(y)ψn(y)−Dn(y)
)
dy,
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where G0(x, y;E) is the kernel of the resolvent (−∆− E − i0)−1
G0(x, y;E) =
i
4
( √
E
2pi|x− y|
) d
2
−1
H
(1)
d
2
−1
(√
E |x− y|
)
and H
(1)
d
2
−1 is the Hankel function. This implies that
|ψn(x)| 6 C |x| 1−d2

max
|y|6R
|qˆ(y)|
∫
|y|6R
|ψn(y)| dy +
∫
|y|6R
|Dn(y)| dy


for |x| > 2R, n = 0, 2. Now taking into account (4.37) and (4.38) we obtain
|ψn(x)| 6 C|x| 1−d2 , (4.39)
where |x| > 2R and C does not depend on ε. Now it is clear that for p > 2
and |x| > 2R there is satisfied the following estimate
|χ(x, κ)− χp(x, κ)| 6 C|x| 1−d2 εp−1. (4.40)
Notice now that the terms Ψ˜p−1 and Ψ˜p of expansion (4.30) allow the estimate∣∣∣Ψ˜p−1 (x, x
ε
)∣∣∣ 6 C|x| 1−d2 , ∣∣∣Ψ˜p (x, x
ε
)∣∣∣ 6 C|x| 1−d2 , (4.41)
here |x| > 2R and C does not depend on ε, κ and x. These estimates can be
obtained by the same constructions as (4.39).
Now using (4.40) and (4.41) it is easy to show
|χ(x, κ)− χp−2(x, κ)| 6 C|x| 1−d2 εp−1,
for p > 2. This concludes the proof. 
Theorem 4.3 Let E > 0 and q satisfy assumption 1.1. Then for p > 0 the
following estimate
sup
xˆ,κ
∣∣∣∣∣Fε(xˆ, κ)−
p∑
n=0
εnFˆn(xˆ, κ)
∣∣∣∣∣ 6 Cεp+1,
holds where C does not depend on ε.
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Proof. From lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 it follows that∣∣∣∣∣Fε(xˆ, κ)−
p∑
n=0
εnFˆn(xˆ, κ)
∣∣∣∣∣ 6 Cεp+1 + C1(κ, ε)|x|−1, (4.42)
where the constant C does not depend on x, κ and ε, and the constant
C1(κ, ε) does not depend on x, but, may be, depends on κ and ε. To complete
the proof it is sufficient to consider the limit |x| → ∞ in estimate (4.42). 
Proof of theorem 1.4 follows from theorem 4.3 for p = 0. 
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